Reproducibility of kinetics of electromyogram spectrum parameters during dynamic exercise.
During incremental exercise on a cycle ergometer a study was made of the reproducibility of changes in electromyographic activity (EMG) of human quadriceps muscles. Seven subjects performed three periods of incremental exercise either every 2 weeks (G1: four subjects) or 6 weeks (G2: three subjects). Each test was normalized with respect to the maximal aerobic power (MAP) of the subject. It consisted of a quasilinear increase in mechanical power (from 20% to 100% MAP) during 8 min. For rectus femoris muscle activity, changes in total power spectrum (PEMG) and in mean power frequency (MPF) were fitted by a 3rd order polynomial function (named profile) and normalized with respect to the maximal value for PEMG and to the mean value for MPF. A curvilinear increase was found for PEMG. The MPF kinetics varied from one subject to another. These changes were either a continuous increase, or a continuous decrease, or an increase followed by a decrease. Only for G2, was MAP determined before each test in order to update the limits of the test. A good reproducibility of PEMG was shown by its mean magnitude [95.88%, (SD 3.92)] and by computing a mean correlation coefficient between profiles two by two [r2 = 0.948 (SD 0.028) n = 21]. Intraclass coefficient correlation (ICC) calculated for each subject indicated a high level of reproducibility for five of the seven subjects (ICC > 0.80). No clear effect of MAP updating on PEMG and MPF profile reproducibility was observed. Thus it is suggested that MPF kinetics may characterize a subject at a given moment while PEMG kinetics may illustrate a normal profile, and they may both characterize EMG changes for a population during incremental exercise.